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between Vol 1 and Vol 2.1Driving down a dark road in the middle of Bumfuck Egypt, six months
pregnant and starving, wasn’t exactly how I pictured my relaxing Thanksgiving vacation going. I
wanted to stay home with my two daughters, celebrate the holiday with stuffing and the carved
bird that my mother, Shelly, always cooks to perfection. The thought of missing her green bean
casserole and those buttered biscuits, is seriously making me rethink my plan to come down to
Texas. Yet, here I am, on my way to meet a man I’ve only spoken to ten, or so times in the past
month. No, it’s not some secret sexy rendezvous. I’m hopefully going to get some answers about
my past that might fill in some blanks. I’d tried to do it over the phone or Skype. However, Bear…
yes, that’s actually his name … refused to disclose anything unless it’s face to face. Generally, I’d
consider that creepy, and probably a bit ax-murderish. But, beggars can’t be choosers. And after
fourteen years of unanswered questions, I’m willing to take what I can get. Anything is better than
nothing. Which is precisely what I know—squat.As I travel down this never-ending highway of
clouded blackness, grass, and trees, how about I fill you in on the finer details of myself, and my
foolish plan to waste a perfectly good vacation with a man named Bear? Does that sound good?
Well, I sure hope so because I’m bored out of my damn mind. The radio in this old Malibu
doesn’t work, and the AC when it’s running, sounds like a chicken dying. If they’d had anything
else I could afford at the rental lot, I would have gotten it. Having two daughters and another one
on the way, I’m not exactly rolling in the dough. Not when I work as a librarian, and I’m saving up
money for my daughters’—everything. They’re girls—notoriously expensive. Having one who’s
nine years old and the other at eight, I know firsthand what the future holds. Just think about it:
three periods, a lifetime supply of Midol and chocolate, three prom dresses, three girls with shoe



addictions, three different bra and panty sizes. God forbid they’re stacked like me. Then I’ll be
really fucked, having to buy fifty dollar bras that are ugly as hell and only used for function.
Sheesh, I’m getting a damn headache just thinking about it…Anywho…Sorry about the tangent.
I seem to get a little sidetracked and overwhelmed when dollar signs keep adding up. If you have
daughters, I’m sure you can relate… Let’s get back to what I was saying about this trip. I guess I
should give you the basics first. My dad died when I was fourteen in an explosive car accident,
just like the ones seen in the movies. There wasn’t a body to bury. His headstone is merely that—
a piece of marble with his name etched in remembrance. It’s resting between my grandpa and
great-grandparents in a cemetery right outside of town. Sure, it serves as a place for my
grandma to visit and mourn the tragic loss of her son. On the flipside, it’s a nagging reminder of
the lack of evidence surrounding his death. His DNA was recovered at the scene, as was part of
his driver’s license, and the car that was obviously his. It was the same Camaro he’d left in that
night. It was his party car. Brand new. Sleek lines. The envy of all my friends in school, because I
had the cool dad who drove a fast car and spoiled me rotten. I’m not sure what they expected
when I’m an only child.When I was six, my parents divorced and shared 50/50 custody of me.
Except my mother, who wanted the divorce in the first place, didn’t really want to uphold her
share. She was more focused on the child support my dad dutifully paid her than caring about
me. By the time I turned eight, she up and left. Moved clear across the country to Las Vegas,
leaving me to be raised by my dad and grandma. Not that I minded. She wasn’t a good mother
anyhow. Sure, I visited her twice a year, two weeks in the summer and a week at either
Christmas or Thanksgiving, but the rest of the year we never spoke. She soon became a
stranger to me, and the bond my daddy and I shared grew stronger by the day. He became my
sole provider. My best friend. The man I looked up to. My hero.For years, we’d take our weekly
drives along the countryside just to talk about anything and everything. And if we weren’t talking,
we were singing to old school rock music as he tapped his fingers on the steering wheel or
drank a can of beer. He always had the greatest cassette tape collection, which we’d rewind over
and over again to our favorites. They varied all the way from Guns N’ Roses to AC/DC to Ozzy.
There was never a dull moment in my life. I learned to cook, thanks to my grandma, since my
dad was terrible at it. He taught me how to do the laundry, to shoot pool in our basement game
room, and how to perform basic maintenance on cars. We went on daddy-daughter dates
weekly to a nearby steakhouse so we could gorge on some juicy porterhouses, and he could get
his fill of draught beer. We even took short, out of town hotel vacations once a month. It was the
life, and I wouldn’t have changed it for the world…Then, one spring morning, everything flipped
upside down. To this day, I can vividly replay that memory like it happened just yesterday…Beep,
Beep, Beep, the alarm clock sounded. Prying my eyes open and rubbing the sleep from them, I
turned my head and glared at the noisy abomination that sat on the floor next to my floor length
mirror—7:05 AM. It was time to get up and get ready for school. Last night, Daddy had left me
home by myself so he could party with his friends. He’d set the number he could be reached at
on the table next to the phone. Which meant I had exactly twenty minutes to get dressed before I



woke him up from a hangover, so he could drive me to school. It’d take me at least ten minutes to
rouse him enough to throw on his shoes and shuffle out of the house with his morning can of
pop in hand. I hate mornings like this. Then again, I guess it beat the alternative of him partying
at home when I had year-end exams.Sliding off my bed, the sunlight cut through the shades,
casting lines across my pink carpet. The doorbell rang, and I peeked at my clock one more time
—7:07 AM. Who in the heck could be at our house this early in the morning?Knowing that my
dad wasn’t going to wake up by the mere ringing of the doorbell, I tossed on a pair of pajama
pants over my underwear and made haste through the living room as it sounded again. Pushing
through the final door that separated our living room from our front entry, I stopped dead in my
tracks when I saw an officer standing on the porch staring back at me through the window.
Sliding back the deadbolt, I opened the door wide, wondering if I should’ve woken Dad up
first.“Hello, Officer. Can I help you?” My voice was groggy with sleep, and a little shaky as I stood
in the doorframe.“Are you related to Michael Remington?” he asked.Ummm … okay.I nodded.
“Yes. That’s my dad. Why?”“Miss, is anyone else home with you?” he inquired, glancing around
me to see if anyone else was on my tail. Unless he had a jackhammer, my dad wouldn’t be
walking out here anytime soon. He’s worse to wake up than I am. It was a chore that I hated. But
if I didn’t do it, I’d have to walk the five miles to school. At fourteen, I was not going to do that.I
tucked my arms over my chest. “Just my dad.”Keeping firm eye contact, the officer shifted
uncomfortably on his feet. “Does a relative live nearby?”I shook my head. “No. Sorry.”Sighing
long and hard, he set his shoulders back. “Miss, I regret to inform you that Michael Remington
was killed in a car crash at 2:30 this morning on route six.”Whoosh went the air in my lungs as
tears pricked my eyes.I took a staggered step backward.This has to be a joke, right? A sick and
twisted one.I almost laughed at the lunacy.“What?!” I shrieked instead.“Miss, why don’t you go
inside and sit down? I’ll wait until an adult arrives to be with you. You shouldn’t be alone.” He
started walking forward, automatically making me take a step back, then another and another
until my shocked frame fell into a lump on our couch. The urge to run into the bedroom and
shake my dad awake clawed at my insides.Dead? He can’t be dead! He’s supposed to take me
to school today. I have tests. I … I … This can’t be happening!A phone was thrust into my hand. I
stared at it blankly. What am I supposed to do with this?“You need to call someone, Miss,” the
officer explained.Oh … right … I have to… Oh. My. God. My Dad really is dead?! I really have to
call my grandma and tell her, and my uncle, and my mom. I haven’t even spoken to my mom in
ages. I don’t want to call her. I don’t want to call anyone. I want to go back to bed and forget this
day ever happened! This has to be a dream! He has to be sleeping.Tossing the phone onto the
couch, I moved to stand. In a flash, the officer’s in front of me, blocking the way. “Miss, where are
you going?”Tilting my head back to look him in the eye, my body froze in place, and everything
went numb. “I have to go wake my dad up. This has to be a mistake.” My hand that I could no
longer feel somehow pointed toward the hallway.A pitiful expression morphed his features as he
rubbed the corner of his eye with his knuckle. Gently, he then grabbed hold of my shoulders.
“Sweetie, your dad isn’t in there. He was in a car accident this morning. He and one of his friends



hit a tree and died. I’m so sorry.” Emotions clogged his throat as he spoke.He’s dead!Oh. My.
God.This is real!With his gentle guidance, I sat back down and made the first of many horrific
phone calls to my family. How do you tell your grandmother that her son was killed? How do you
make it easier on them? Do you tell them to sit down? Do you break it easy? Or do you rip it off
like a band-aid? I didn’t know what to do. So I did the only thing I could. I picked up the old,
clunky cordless phone and dialed her number.She picked up on the second ring. “Hello?”I
clutched the phone firmly, pain radiating through my white-knuckled grasp. “Grandma, it’s me,
Kat. Are you sitting down?”Over the course of the next hour, I made five phone calls, all of which
robbed me of my childhood one chunk at a time. Nobody believed me when I told them that Dad
was dead. Plus, each and every one of them demanded to speak to the police officer to make
sure what I said was true. Every conversation ended with the same, “Hang in there, we’ll be there
soon.” And they were. All day long, my childhood home overflowed with family and friends. Some
of which I hadn’t seen in years. They offered their sincere condolences and gave me big hugs.
The officer stayed by my side for hours, talking to the family and making sure I was okay. I could
tell he felt sorry for me. Everyone did. Abandoned by my mother at eight, only to lose my dad at
fourteen.Over the next few days, bits and pieces of his death were disclosed. Like how his car
exploded when it impacted the tree, because his NOS reserve turned the car into a bomb. How
the man who was in the passenger seat with him was incinerated along with my dad. That the
only DNA found was small bits of charred bone fragments and very little blood. The explosion
basically ruined any chance of either family getting true closure.A week later, we had a funeral,
which was nothing more than an empty box sent to rest in the ground. Our family had filled it with
mementos of our time with him. I honestly don’t remember a whole lot, other than that. I’d went
into shock, refusing to cry, as I puked my guts out constantly. It all got worse after my mother
showed up to his funeral, claiming she was taking me back to Las Vegas with her a week later.
Which was precisely what happened, since she still had 50/50 custody per their agreement.In a
matter of two weeks, my dad died, we buried a box, I packed up my belongings, and was forced
to leave my childhood home, family, friends, and, most importantly, my grandma. It was horrible.
All of it. The cutthroat fights to try and get me to stay, which I wanted to. The emotional plane ride
to Las Vegas. My mom’s sad attempt to play mother of the year. The little two-bedroom
apartment she shared with her unemployed, junkie boyfriend. It was a horrifying nightmare come
to life in vivid, breathing color.Eventually, after the dust had settled and I started school in Vegas,
I couldn’t stop thinking about all of those unanswered questions about the guy in my dad’s car,
and the party he’d been at. I was no fool, even at fourteen. I knew my father was involved in
some shady business, and that he hung out with a rougher crowd. None of that could’ve
changed my views on him, though. To me, he was still my hero, regardless of whatever business
he was involved in.At sixteen, I went back home to Indiana to visit my grandma over the summer.
One day, I overheard my uncle saying that he was worried my dad might have been murdered
because he was a drug dealer. My dad and drugs was never on the radar. I never saw him sell
anything, and he surely wasn’t a junkie. I’d seen plenty of them. Sure, he smoked cigarettes and



drank beer. Albeit, he sometimes drank and drove, even with me in the passenger seat. That
was how I was raised and hadn’t thought twice about it.Then, when I got older, my mother told
me things—like how she divorced him because he’d been growing marijuana in a friend’s
garage, and that he’d went on secret trips to distribute the pot they grew. Really, I’m not sure if
my mother should have told me that stuff. It helped create a monster in my head. I wanted to
know more. I needed to know if my dad was murdered, or if I’m really making something out of
nothing.On my eighteenth birthday, I inherited my father’s life insurance money and left Vegas to
move back home where my grandma needed me. Where I needed to be to finally get some
answers. Answers that my mother refused to let me investigate or help me with. Sure, we’d
grown somewhat closer over the four years I’d lived with her. She sort of became a friend, but
definitely not a mother. Shelly could never be that to me, no matter how hard she’s tried. My
grandma has and always will be the mother I never truly had. There’s no changing that. What can
I say? I’m a firm believer that if you want to be treated like a mother, then you should act like one.
Unfortunately, my mom doesn’t actually possess that ability.So, yeah, I got home and did my
research. Lots of it. Found some interesting things that didn’t add up. The reports of his death
were now missing from the courthouse. It was interesting that guys he used to hang with, some
of which were at that party that night, wouldn’t agree to speak to me either. Not even when I
desperately showed up at their houses, called them, or drove to their place of employment,
would they give me the time of day. The more I checked into things, the less I found. Yet, the
more suspicious his death became. Nothing added up. The pieces of the puzzle never quite fit
right.Fast forward a year … I was living in the cute, three bedroom bungalow I’d purchased with
the insurance money when my life began to transform. While researching my father’s death the
best I could with limited resources, a sexy man moved in next door to me … and I’m sure you
can guess what happened next. I’m not going to go into great details, because the more I think
about it, the more painful it becomes. That’s a part of my life I choose to ignore. A stupid time that
gave me two of the most precious gifts a woman could ever ask for—my daughters, Roxie and
Scarlett.His name was Brent, and he was every woman’s wet dream. Trust me, I saw it
everywhere we went. The way they ogled him. The way he smiled like he knew just how sexy he
was. Then the women’s eyes would shift to me with blatant disgust. Let’s just say I’m not the kind
of woman you’d picture with a man like Brent. He was six foot three and built like a brick shit
house. His muscles had muscles. Though, they weren’t grossly oversized. They were what first
had me asking him to help with this grill I’d stupidly bought, but couldn’t seem to get out of the
back of my Suburban without giving myself a hernia. His shirtless body hoisting that grill was a
thing of beauty. His bald head and blue eyes didn’t hurt the picture either. Needless to say, that
was the day I swooned, and the rest was pretty much history.Anyhow…Enough about that. He
flirted like he was God’s gift to women, and I was the young and dumb, chunky nerd from next
door, who ate that up in spades.Okay. Let’s get this straight: I’m not unfortunate looking. I’m just
not the type of woman who dates muscle bound men who women drool over. I usually attract the
average Joes since I’m the average girl-next-door. I’m five foot three on a good day. I wear



glasses—those black rimmed ones that people imagine naughty teachers wearing. My hair is
naturally light blonde, and it falls in loose waves down the middle of my back as it always has. I
have bright teal eyes, a perky nose, tons of freckles, and a body with curves that just won’t stop.
I’d say I have an hourglass figure, but not a skinny one by any stretch of the imagination. Before
my girls were born—we’ll get into that in a minute—I was relatively happy with my body. After
kids, as I’m sure you can imagine, I got bigger. Things never go back the same after stretch
marks, and all that pregnancy jazz wreaks havoc over your poor body. It took me years to get
back to some semblance of my normal. Now that I’m pregnant again, another challenge to fight
off the baby weight will soon begin.Hold up a second. Pause the story. I think this is my turn.
Easing on my brake, the green street sign to my right reflects in the car’s headlights—Durnst
Avenue. Yes. That’s it. Turning, I’m met with another long road of the same shit—as predicted.
More grass. More trees. Where’s the damn city? Peeking down at my cell phone, that keeps
losing signal, it says I’m fifteen miles from my destination. I exhale a relieved breath. Well, it’s
about damn time.As I was saying, Brent and I dated. If that’s what you’d call hanging out all the
time and becoming best friends. Three months into this friendship, we had sex. Then we kept
having sex. And as the story goes, I became pregnant. During my pregnancy, we fell in love. Or I
fell in love with him. Apparently, he never felt the same. Roxie was born, and as soon as I was
able to have sex again, we did—like bunnies. Which resulted in another pregnancy. That’s why
my daughters are only eleven months apart, to the day…Fast forward three months after little
Scarlett was born … and you’ve got me waking up next to a stack of hundred dollar bills on the
bedside table, and a note. A fucking note!Kat,I’m sorry. I can’t do this anymore. It’s been fun.
Take care of the girls. I’ll send you more money when I can. I know you’ll raise them
right.Sincerely, MeYep. A real coward’s way out. Sayonara, Brent. Sayonara, my dreams. Poof!
He’d vanished into thin air. His house next door was vacant like he’d never been there. There
wasn’t a trace of him to be seen, aside from a few measly pictures I’d secretly snuck whenever
he wasn’t looking. I was alone once more with two infants, a library job, and no family. Aside from
my aging grandma, who had a hard enough time taking care of herself. If it weren't for my mother
taking pity on my crazy circumstances, I would have raised those little turds all by myself.
Thankfully, after a sobbing phone call to my mom the day after Brent disappeared, she left her
junkie boyfriend in Vegas and moved back home to help me out. A place she said she’d never
return to. Yet did, for me.A month after she came to help me put my life back together, she’d
bought a small, two bedroom house a block from mine. The perfect distance to give us our own
privacy, and once the girls got old enough, easy enough for them to ride their bikes over to
anytime they want. Which is a lot. They adore their grandma Shelly. She spoils them rotten.I
guess that’s basically my life in a nutshell, aside from the past six months. Which includes
another unplanned pregnancy—that I don’t want to discuss right now—and Bear hitting me up
on Facebook after he saw my old post on a website asking for any information about my dad.It
was a Sunday afternoon four weeks ago when the friend request popped up. Bear Prez was the
man’s name, and his profile picture was nothing more than a patch that said Sacred Sinners on



the top rocker and Texas on the bottom. In the middle was a stitched design that had three skulls
in front of a five pointed star, that also had roses surrounding it and some wings. It was pretty
badass and scary in equal measure. The strange thing was: I’d seen that patch a hundred times
before. We have a local MC by the same name, using the same patch, only a few towns over. So
when I messaged him to see how we knew each other before accepting or rejecting him, all he
replied was…Got some information about Mike. Saw your post and wanted to swap stories.My
heart stopped, and I responded immediately.You knew my dad?!Yes. You’re his only daughter.
He was married to Shelly until you were six. Then they got divorced.All of that was a matter of
public record so I wasn’t convinced.Okay. Tell me more, so I know you’re not just some
creep.Two days went by as I waited with bated breath for another reply. Stalking my Facebook
messages between motherhood duties and working became a new hobby.Finally, as I was fixing
the girls chicken soup for dinner, a short response came…Listen, I can’t talk on here. It’s not
secure. My name’s Jake Knox, aka Bear. You can check it out if you want. I’m the president of the
Sacred Sinners MC chapter here in Texas.Attached to his simple message was a picture of him
wearing a vest. On the breast was the name Bear and president, verifying what he said was true.
His face was aged, but not terribly so. He had buzzed gray hair on top of his head and a long,
dark gray beard that was braided down his front. His forearms that were tucked across his barrel
chest were littered with tattoos. And his eyes I couldn’t make out because they were shielded
behind a pair of cool sunglasses. One look at this man and I knew two things for certain. One:
that his name suited him perfectly. He was as big as a bear. And two: I knew I could trust his
word. I couldn’t tell you why I felt that way and still do to this day. It just sunk in. He was too
honest and forward to pose any real threat to me.My dad taught me from an early age to trust my
gut. So that’s what I did. I trusted my gut. And now here I am, visiting Bear in Texas over
Thanksgiving break, hoping to gather any sort of info about my dad’s death. It beats dwelling on
the fact that another envelope of cash was delivered to my house forty-eight hours ago. They
come every few months. A couple thousand dollars made up of hundred dollar bills. No note. No
card. Nothing. Then again, I already know who it’s from—Brent. It’s his sad contribution to our
daughters’ lives. I guess it’s better than nothing.That’s enough about him…Turning the final
curve, the lights to the left draw my attention just as my phone's GPS declares I’m yards from my
destination. Pressing on the brake, I ease forward, my gaze glued on the zoo of bikes lining the
entire front and side yard of the house. If that’s what you’d call it. Not sure that I would. It appears
to be an old boarding school or something. The place is set back just a ways from this desolate
road. No cars are coming or going. No street lights. No signs. Just a short driveway, a massive
white building with oversized windows that cast light from the indoors along the grass, and
classic rock music pulsing through the muggy night air.Taking a deep breath, I turn into the
gravel drive, just now noticing the men and women frolicking like drunken children in the
opposing side yard. Guess this is the place. Although, I’m not exactly sure what I was expecting. I
know Bear is an MC prez, and I figured he’d want to meet where there’d be witnesses. What I
didn’t expect was this. How big is his club, anyhow? I mean, I know the one locally isn’t tiny. But



this looks much larger than that. There have to be at least fifty bikes here in all shapes and sizes.
Not that I know much about motorcycles. I’ve never even been on one. My dad said they were
too dangerous for me. And Brent—well, let’s just say he wasn’t fond of me liking anything cool
like that. Anytime I’d comment about one when it would pass by, he’d cringe. Don’t worry. I got
the memo loud and clear—no motorcycles for Kat. Which is fine. I’m more of a truck gal,
anyhow.Parking my car midway up the drive, next to a row of chrome, I scan my surroundings
like my dad always taught, before unlocking the doors and climbing out with my cell phone in
hand. You can never be too careful.A woman and man tumble naked on the grass a few feet
away as I walk across the gravel to the wide porch, trying not to gape at the display.“Can I help
ya?” a massive bald man wearing a leather vest asks, blocking my way to the door. For a
moment, my mind wanders, as it always does when I see bald men. For a second, their noses
sharpen to match Brent’s as their eyes lighten to mimic his blue. That dimple at the crease of his
lip always manifests in the precise spot, messing with my head. Then, I blink twice and all is right
in the world. The shards from my shattered heart are brushed away, and the dread quickly
retreats, returning me back to my kind of normal. Whatever that is.I exhale in relief.“Ma’am, can I
help ya?” he asks again, this time tilting his head to the side, regarding me from head to toe like
I’m some adorable puppy he wants to pet. Casually, as if it’s second nature, he tucks his arms
across his big chest, showing off a colorful array of inked flesh.Drawing my shoulders back, one
hand on my hip and the other cupping my growing belly, I reply, “Yes. I came here to see Bear.”A
smirk quirks from the corner of his lips that looks almost evil in the dim glow that caresses the
covered porch. “No offense, princess, you’re not his type.” A small chuckle proceeds, and I leer,
unamused.“I’m not here to suck his dick. I’m here to talk.”Wow. I’m sassy tonight. Decorum isn’t
my strong suit.Baldy rears his head back as if my words have shocked him. I get that a lot. You
don’t picture a woman like me to smart off as I do. Too bad. Ya get what ya get.“You’re feisty,” he
remarks.“And you’re observant. Now, can I please see Bear?”See, not all my manners have
disappeared, I said please.Glancing over his shoulder at the door then back to me, he pensively
rubs the top of his head. “You’re not exactly party material, doll.” His eyes dip to my belly.Son of a
bitch. I don’t have time for this shit. I haven’t eaten in hours, and my blood sugar has to be getting
low. Already having two kids, I learned quickly that me and starving are not a good thing. On top
of that, I didn’t travel all fucking day to be held up by some attractive goon in a vest that says
Marco Polo on it. What kind of name is that, anyway?Losing patience, my last strand of sanity
snaps like a guitar string. “Listen, I’m here to talk to Bear. I don’t care what y’all get down with
here. You could be fucking pink-wigged clowns with whoopee cushion asses for all I give a hoot.
I just know that I traveled all day to get here, and some hot guy isn’t gonna stop me from getting
inside to find out what I came here for. So, you need to tell me what I gotta do to see Bear, or so
help me...” Let’s just pray Mr. Marco Polo heeds my irritability, because nobody wants to fight a
pregnant chick.Holding his hands up in mock surrender, Marco Polo’s toothy grin gets ten sizes
too big for taking me seriously. Great, he still thinks I’m being cute. It’s gotta be my height,
ponytail, and these damn glasses. I look like a fucking librarian. Oh, right. I am one. It doesn’t



help that I am in leggings, black ballet flats, and my flowy white top that doesn’t exactly scream
biker babe. I get it. If he could see my mom bra or maternity panties, I’m sure he’d be in stitches.
Fucking men.“Listen, doll, there’s fuckin’ goin’ on in there, and I don’t want you to get yourself
hurt. But … if you really wanna see Bear, I’ll let ya pass. Though, I gotta search ya first, to make
sure you’re not carrying—”“What?” I interject, grabbing my belly and rubbing it with both hands.
“You worried about this baby bomb I’ve got hidden under my shirt? Or how about the gun I’ve got
shoved up my pussy? Or maybe the ounce of coke hidden inside my fat ass? What else do you
wanna know? Where the detonation device is? It’s my clit, asshole. So why don’t you get on your
knees to test it out yourself with your tongue? Or is that too personal?”Eyes bulging, Mr. Marco’s
jaw all but hits the ground at the same moment I realize every ounce of bullshit I just spewed
aloud. Mortified like never before, my cheeks catch fire. I cannot believe I let him uncage the
crazy chick. I’ve usually got a better hold on her than this. Damn it! I try so hard to reign in my
emotions. But when they rise, sometimes I say shit that I wouldn’t normally.
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Brytech, “What really happened?. Kat was a single mother who had been let down or hurt by
every adult in her life. Her mother abandoned her when she was young, at 14 her father died in
a car crash, and at 18 she fell in love with a man who she quickly had two children with and then
he disappeared.Fast forward about 8 years and Kat is pregnant again and has decided to do
something about her feelings that her father was alive and had staged the car crash. From her
online postings she is contacted by an man who goes by the name of Bear and he invites her to
come to the Motorcycle Club to find out what he knows about her father.From there all sorts of
secrets come out between fights, Thanksgiving dinner, finding out her father is alive and that her
first love is Bear's son.Kat is a strong young woman who stands up for herself and especially her
two daughters and her 3rd daughter-to-be. Yet she questions every decision that has been
made. Was she not good enough for her mother to stay? Did she do something wrong that
made her beloved father leave? Was she not woman enough for her first love?While I enjoyed
the character of Kat and the little glimpses we were given of her mother, who grew up enough to
finish raising Kat and eventually becoming Kat's friend and a grandmother to Kat's kids. I did not
like any of the male characters. They were angry men who took their anger out on each other.
Fights were not uncommon. Sex in front of others was very common. They treated the women
in the MC like second rate citizens who were only good for cooking, cleaning and having sex.I
did not like the book enough to read the 2nd book in the series.”

Debra J. Bowman, “Awesome book - Love it!. What an awesome book Bink - you did it again and
can't wait to read your next one! It was about a single mom Kat with two girls and expecting a
third one that worked as a librarian and did everything she could for the benefit of her daughters.
Ever since her dad was killed when she was a young child, she had never had closure and was
looking for information as to why her dad died in a horrific crash many years ago and posted on
fb that she was looking for info. A member of Texas Chapter of the Sacred Sinners MC contacts
her and tells her he's got info on her dad but that he can't discuss it over computer that she'll
have to come to him. Thanksgiving weekend she leaves her daughters with her mom and flies
to Texas and rents a car and heads to his clubhouse. She arrives and then all heck breaks lose
and before she knows it she comes face to face with her ex (father of her children) who goes by
another name and her father and she passes out too much for her to accept. In the end she gets
a new family, gets info on her dad and then finds that she's experiencing a sense of loss again
having to go back to Indiana to her home and daughters. Definitely worth the read! It's highly
likely that I'll read it again - Bink Cummings did a great job on this book - Can't wait for the next
book!”

Aphtrtyme, “EPIC. This. Series. Is. Epic. I became fully immersed in the lives of the 4 adult main
characters and could not put these books down. Unfortunately, that means the series is over



and I still want more. I want to know what happens 5, or even 10 years down the road! If you like
gritty, of course, this series has grit, we're talking about an MC here. If you like strong
independent women who've been through more than some could tolerate but are still going
strong, they are right here waiting for you. If you like occasionally misguided, dirty talking, sexy,
alpha hunks who are just a little bit, or in some cases may be a lot, broken but will do anything
for those they love, look no further.  Enjoy!!”

jacqueline cox, “Just loved this!. Just loved this!! Not your run of the mill MC novel but great all
the same. I loved the leading lady Kat. She reminded me of a jack Russell. Ferociously loyal,
small, but packs a punch, litteraly! And loving. And all the other characters that we meet along
the way are fantastic. From the Bear of a Prez, to the air headed, shallow other woman. And the
strong, loving, not afraid to show his feelings, tough as nails love interest. And Kats dad?, well,
I'll let you read that for yourself! Great light read. But it went by far too quickly. Hope there's more
soon. Looking forward to it.”

Beverley, “Loved loved loved. As usual brilliant storyline and great characters, this has left me
emotionally shattered. having read the book I was then fortunate enough to listen to the ajdie, I
wasn't convinced I would enjoy it because I didn't enjoy being read too, so I started listening and
having both male and female readers made it seem as though they were the characters they
brought the book to life and I am now looking forward to listening to another of these books.”

cj, “Had me in tears!!!. This book makes your emotions run riot, it has a little of everything and a
lot of tears through both laughter and sadness. I love Kat she has an amazing empathy and
goodness and a mouth that would make even bikers blush add in the looks of a librarian and the
moves of a ninja and what a beautiful package.”

Mel, “Fantastic. I really loved this story and can't wait for the next book to see where the story
goes. As much as I hated what the male lead did to the heroine Im rooting for them but he will
have to redeem himself and a lot of grovelling will be needed. I love how strong Kat is but was a
little annoyed about how quickly she got over everything and swept it under the rug but wasn't
too bad that I hated her or thought ther a doormat. Brilliant start and I'm intrigued by Kade too.”

The book by Bink Cummings has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 539 people have provided feedback.
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